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5.1 Text conversation host environments
The protocol environments for text conversation shall be the same as the ones used for other multimedia conversation
calls and voice calls. The selected environment for a session is called the host environment.

Supported host environments are:

- Packet switched multimedia

- Circuit switched multimedia.

- The text conversation carried by an data transmission procedure, possible to combine with a voice session.

- Circuit switched voice telephony, with the text conversation carried inband in the voice channel.

5.2 Text conversation management
It shall be possible to allow GTT use without GTT specific subscription.

Note:         There is no requirement for GTT feature specific subscription, but for "normal GTT calls" a subscription
for telephony is required. For "emergency GTT call" no subscription of any kind is required.

Session start up delay and loss of initial characters should be minimised as far as practicably possible.

The text transport method should remain transparent to the network, unless specific functionality is required to provide a
satisfactory quality of service.

5.3 Registration of text conversation capabilities
The availability of text conversation capabilities in the user terminal may need to be communicated to the network at
call establishment in order to access the GTT service. However, a user is expected to be able to access the GTT service
without explicit GTT registration with the operator.

5.4 Session control
The session control (call control ) functions shall use the same procedures as the selected host environment.

Additional operations needed to invoke the text component may be automated by the text conversation user interface.

It shall be possible to establish text-only calls as well as calls with other media components.
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